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a b s t r a c t
We hypothesize that greater information asymmetry causes greater losses to debtholders. To test
this, we identify exogenous increases in information asymmetry using the loss of an analyst that
results from broker closures and broker mergers. We ﬁnd that the loss of an analyst causes the
cost of debt to increase by 25 basis points for treatment ﬁrms compared to control ﬁrms, and
the rate of credit events (e.g., defaults) is roughly 100–150% higher. These results are driven by
ﬁrms that are more sensitive to changes in information (e.g., less analyst coverage). The evidence
is broadly consistent with both ﬁnancing and monitoring channels, although only a ﬁnancing
channel explains the impact of the loss of an analyst on ﬁrms' cost of debt.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Financial markets require value relevant information to efﬁciently allocate capital from the investors who have it to the ﬁrms
that need it. It is therefore not surprising that the effect of information asymmetry on returns to investors has been thoroughly
explored in theoretical work.1 It is well established that there is a well-deﬁned ordering of corporate securities based on their sensitivity to value relevant information: ﬁrms use internal ﬁnancing ﬁrst, then debt, and ﬁnally equity (Myers and Majluf, 1984).
Importantly, the same theoretical work shows that the cost of even riskless debt is higher than the cost of internal ﬁnancing because of information asymmetry, and the effect of information asymmetry on the cost of external ﬁnancing grows as the securities
become more risky.
☆ We greatly appreciate the comments of Thomas Bourveau, Gilles Hilary, and seminar participants at INSEAD.
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: akecskes@schulich.yorku.ca (A. Kecskés).
1
e.g., see Leland and Pyle (1977); Stiglitz and Weiss (1981); Diamond (1985); Merton (1987), and Dufﬁe and Lando (2001).
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There is also an abundance of empirical work that examines the determinants of returns to debtholders and especially the determinants of credit events (Altman, 1968; Ohlson, 1980, etc.). In this empirical work, information asymmetry is typically captured by proxies such as ﬁrm size, asset tangibility, institutional ownership, and market microstructure measures. Moreover,
there is growing empirical evidence that information asymmetry affects the structure of the ﬁrm's debt, for instance, its seniority,
maturity, security, etc. (Rauh and Suﬁ, 2010; Colla et al., 2013).
In this paper, we take a different approach from using proxies for information asymmetry. Instead, we use the coverage of analysts – important information producers – to capture information asymmetry and two natural experiments to generate exogenous variation in analyst coverage. We are thereby able to ensure that we cleanly identify the causal effect of information
asymmetry on expected and actual losses to debtholders. This is important because analyst coverage can certainly impact returns
to investors, but it is also possible that analysts choose to cover ﬁrms based on the returns that they generate for their investors.
By convincingly demonstrating causality, our results contribute to improving ﬁnancial, corporate, and regulatory decision making.
As our starting point, our main hypothesis is that an increase in information asymmetry causes an increase in both expected
and actual losses to debtholders. To be more precise, by expected losses to debtholders, we mean the cost of debt, and by actual
losses to debtholders, we mean credit events (such as defaults). In perfect capital markets, expected losses to debtholders should
accurately predict actual losses. However, this relationship may be weakened in the presence of market imperfections. Additionally, ﬁrms may respond to an increase in information asymmetry by increasing their corporate disclosure (Balakrishnan et al.,
2014). We therefore look at the effect of information asymmetry on both the short run (using the cost of debt) and the long
run (using the rate of credit events).
To study information asymmetry, we focus on the coverage of ﬁrms by equity research analysts. These analysts are important
information intermediaries that affect ﬁnancial and real outcomes.2 Some ﬁrms are even willing to explicitly pay for analyst coverage (Kirk, 2011). The information that analysts generate affects debtholders directly – through information ﬂowing from the
stock market to the bond market (e.g., see Downing et al., 2009) – and indirectly — through the price of equity, itself an important
determinant of the price of debt (see Merton, 1974). Although debt analysts are certainly an important source of information for
debtholders, we focus on equity analysts because they provide value relevant information for debtholders while covering a much
broader sample of ﬁrms, both in the cross-section and the time-series.3
We are mindful that analyst coverage is also generally endogenous to our outcomes of interest (McNichols and O'Brien, 1997).
To study the causal effect of information asymmetry, we require exogenous variation in analyst coverage. We therefore use two
natural experiments: broker closures and broker mergers. As a result of both of these natural experiments, analysts are terminated
and thus the ﬁrms that they hitherto covered lose an analyst. The literature provides compelling evidence that our broker closures
and brokers mergers are motivated by business strategy factors of the broker and not by such factors as the stock performance or
operating performance of the ﬁrm clients of the broker (see Hong and Kacperczyk, 2010; Kelly and Ljungqvist, 2012; Derrien and
Kecskés, 2013). Additionally, we provide in sample evidence that they are plausibly exogenous to the cost of debt and credit
events.
We study the effect of this exogenous increase in information asymmetry on the cost of debt and credit events. In our empirical tests, we use a sample of 824 ﬁrms that lose an analyst as a result of 43 broker closures and broker mergers between 1994
and 2008. We use a difference-in-differences approach to remove cross-sectional and time-series effects from our results. To
this end, we compare treatment ﬁrms to control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. The two groups of ﬁrms are similar before the loss of an analyst in terms of our matching characteristics, the cost of debt, as well as analysts' expectations. This is consistent with the loss of an analyst being exogenous to the cost
of debt and credit events.
We ﬁnd that the loss of an analyst causes an increase in the cost of debt of 25 basis points (from three months before to three
months after) for our treatment ﬁrms compared to our control ﬁrms. This increase in the cost of debt is economically signiﬁcant
and plausible: the increase in the cost of debt translates into an increase in annual interest expense of $7 million for the typical
ﬁrm in our sample. Moreover, for reasons that we explain in the next section, the loss of an analyst – and the attendant increase
in information asymmetry – should be more costly for certain kinds of ﬁrms: ﬁrms with less analyst coverage, ﬁrms that have
higher leverage, ﬁrms with a lower credit rating, and ﬁrms with shorter debt maturity. Such ﬁrms can be viewed as ﬁnancially
constrained or distressed. We ﬁnd that the increase in the cost of debt is driven by the small minority of ﬁrms for which the
loss of an analyst is most costly. For the large majority of ﬁrms, there is no effect. We also ﬁnd that the increase in the cost of
debt is driven by ﬁrms with the biggest increase in information asymmetry.
Our ﬁnding that the cost of debt increases as a result of an increase in information asymmetry suggests that expected losses to
debtholders increase. We also examine whether actual losses to debtholders increase using the rate of various credit events during the years after the loss of an analyst. We ﬁnd that the rate of defaults, delistings, and bankruptcies is signiﬁcantly higher: all
three rates are roughly 100–150% higher for treatment ﬁrms than for control ﬁrms within the three years after the loss of an

2
This literature is vast. For prominent examples of the impact of analysts on stock prices, see Womack (1996) and Lang et al. (2004); for liquidity, see Irvine (2001);
for capital structure, see Chang et al. (2006); for corporate ﬁnancing activities, see Dechow et al. (2000); and for earnings management, see Yu (2008).
3
During the past several decades, equity analysts cover approximately half of publicly traded ﬁrms, including those with little debt, roughly an order of magnitude
more ﬁrms than debt analysts. Moreover, debt analysts tend to cover ﬁrms with risky debt (Johnston et al., 2009). For such ﬁrms, debt responds similarly to new information as equity (Merton, 1974), particularly if the interests of bondholders and shareholders are aligned (De Franco et al., 2014).
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analyst. Like for the cost of debt, we ﬁnd that the higher rate of credit events is driven by ﬁrms for which the loss of an analyst is
most costly and ﬁrms with the biggest increase in information asymmetry. Moreover, we ﬁnd that the rate of credit events is signiﬁcantly higher when there is a bigger increase in the cost of debt. Overall, these results suggest that more information asymmetry causes more credit events and that bond spreads predict these credit events.
Additionally, we explore the mechanisms through which analysts can affect market prices and the real economy. We identify
two possible channels: the ﬁnancing channel (analyst disappearances cause an increase in information asymmetry, which leads
to an increase in ﬁnancing costs, as in Derrien and Kecskés, 2013), and the monitoring channel (analyst disappearances cause a
decrease in external monitoring, as in Yu, 2008). These channels should affect ﬁrms differently depending on how ﬁnancially
constrained they are. We examine the effect of the loss of an analyst conditional upon whether the ﬁrm is able to ﬁnance its investment internally. We ﬁnd that analyst disappearances affect ﬁrms at both ends of the spectrum of ﬁnancial constraints. Speciﬁcally, unconstrained ﬁrms increase their investment, and the decrease in their proﬁtability suggests that they overinvest.
However, this overinvestment does not affect their cost of debt or credit events because they are sound even to the point of
being able to issue more debt. By contrast, constrained ﬁrms are forced to issue less debt, and thus decrease their investment.
The attendant increase in their proﬁtability suggests that they underinvest. Finally, we ﬁnd that ﬁnancially constrained ﬁrms
experience an increase in their cost of debt and credit events. In summary, the evidence is generally consistent with both channels, but only the ﬁnancing channel explains the increase in the cost of debt that we observe.
We contribute ﬁrst to the literature on information asymmetry and the cost of debt as well as credit events. Our main result is
that greater information asymmetry causes higher expected and actual loss to debtholders. This supports the aforementioned classics of the theoretical literature. Our result for the cost of debt also complements the empirical evidence of Tang (2009), though
we study a change in the quantity of information whereas he studies a reﬁnement of a credit rating agency's interpretation of its
existing information.
Our paper also argues and provides empirical evidence that information asymmetry causes higher actual losses to debtholders.
We thus contribute to the literature on the prediction of credit events. Most papers in this literature predict credit events using a
variety of accounting variables and stock market variables (especially market capitalization, returns, volatility, and market-tobook) (e.g., Shumway, 2001; Chava and Jarrow, 2004; Campbell et al., 2008). Our paper complements this burgeoning literature
with causal evidence that information asymmetry also predicts credit events.
Similarly, our paper shows that changes in analyst coverage cause changes in the cost of debt and credit events. Separating
cause and effect is important because the information environment is endogenous to investor and ﬁrm behavior, but it is difﬁcult
to do and thus the subject of much debate. Although the connection between analyst coverage and the cost of debt and credit
events is conceptually clear, there is limited empirical evidence on bond market outcomes caused by debt or equity research analysts.4 Moreover, it is the three main credit rating agencies (Standard & Poor's, Moody's, and Fitch) and bond investors themselves (almost exclusively institutional investors) that are generally held to be the main producers of external and internal
research on bonds, respectively. Our results suggest that equity analysts working for brokers also produce research that is relevant
to investors and ﬁrms through its impact on the bond market. Our results also shed new light on how information ﬂows across
ﬁnancial markets (e.g., Ederington and Goh, 1998; Hotchkiss and Ronen, 2002; Acharya and Johnson, 2007; Cheng and
Subramanyam, 2008; Downing et al., 2009).
Finally, our paper complements several recent papers that use the same type of shock to study the causal effects of information
asymmetry. Hong and Kacperczyk (2010) and Fong et al. (2014) study the bias in the output of equity research analysts and credit rating agencies, respectively. Kelly and Ljungqvist (2012) study stock prices, and Balakrishnan et al. (2014) study voluntary corporate disclosures. Irani and Oesch (2013, 2014) study ﬁnancial and real earnings management, respectively. Finally, Derrien and
Kecskés (2013) study corporate policies. To their evidence, we add our own on the cost of debt and credit events. Moreover, we
distinguish between the main channels – ﬁnancing and monitoring – that drive the results in this literature.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the hypotheses. Section 3 presents the sample and data.
Section 4 presents the main results for the cost of debt. Section 5 presents the main results for the rate of credit events.
Section 6 examines the ﬁnancing and monitoring channels. Section 7 concludes.

2. Hypotheses
Our starting point is classical theoretical work on the effect of information asymmetry on the cost of capital (Leland and Pyle,
1977; Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981; Diamond, 1985, etc.). Further work establishes the increasing sensitivity of corporate securities to
information about ﬁrm value, advancing from internal ﬁnancing to debt and then to equity (Myers and Majluf, 1984). Importantly,
while equity is more sensitive to information than debt, the various types of debt are also sensitive to information, if to a lesser
extent than equity. Accordingly, we hypothesize that an increase in information asymmetry causes an increase in expected losses

4
We know of only three other papers that study research analysts and the bond market. De Franco et al. (2009) and Johnston et al. (2009) study the characteristics of
the recommendations of debt research analysts and the characteristics of the ﬁrms that they cover. Mansi et al. (2011) study analysts' earnings estimate accuracy, dispersion, and revision volatility. These papers do not study analyst coverage and expected or actual losses to debtholders, and it is difﬁcult for these studies to separate
cause and effect.
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to debtholders. We capture an increase in information asymmetry as the loss of an analyst and expected losses to debtholders as
the cost of debt. Our ﬁrst hypothesis therefore is:
H1. The loss of an analyst leads to an increase in the cost of debt.
In certain circumstances, a given increase in information asymmetry should be more costly than in others. Firms in such circumstances can be viewed as being ﬁnancially constrained or distressed. One particular circumstance in which the loss of an analyst should be more costly is for ﬁrms with less analyst coverage. This is because the loss of an analyst increases information
asymmetry more for ﬁrms with few other remaining analysts who decrease information asymmetry than for ﬁrms with many
other remaining analysts.
The loss of an analyst should also depend upon leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity. The loss of an analyst should be
more costly for ﬁrms that have higher leverage. It is well known that the payoff of a bond is equivalent to the payoff of the assets
of the ﬁrm plus a short position in a call option on the assets of the ﬁrm (Black and Scholes, 1973; Merton, 1973). This implies
that the value of debt is more sensitive to changes in ﬁrm value for ﬁrms for which the market value of assets is closer to the
book value of debt, i.e., ﬁrms with higher leverage.
Similarly, the increase in the cost of debt caused by the loss of an analyst should be bigger for ﬁrms with bonds rated noninvestment grade (closer to default) than for ﬁrms with bonds rated investment grade (further from default) because they
have relatively less equity compared to debt in their capital structure. Finally, the loss of an analyst should be more costly for
ﬁrms with shorter debt maturity because they must reﬁnance their existing debt sooner and thus incur higher interest expense
sooner (Almeida et al., 2011).
Moreover, if the increase in information asymmetry caused by the disappearance of an analyst explains the increase in the cost
of debt, then the increase in the cost of debt should be bigger for ﬁrms for which the disappearance of the analyst has a bigger
effect on information asymmetry. To summarize, then, our second hypothesis is:
H2. The loss of an analyst leads to a greater increase in the cost of debt for ﬁrms that have less analyst coverage, higher leverage, a
lower credit rating, shorter debt maturity, and a bigger increase in information asymmetry.
Furthermore, since information asymmetry affects corporate policies (Tang, 2009; Derrien and Kecskés, 2013, etc.), we would
expect it to increase the probability of default or bankruptcy. These credit events can result from a higher cost of debt if the ﬁrm
lacks sufﬁcient internal ﬁnancing for its investments, so external ﬁnancing is required but is now prohibitively expensive, and the
ﬁrm is rendered illiquid as a consequence. These credit events can also arise from the ﬁrm's investments becoming outright unproﬁtable at the newly higher cost of debt, thus leaving the ﬁrm insolvent. For these reasons, we hypothesize that an increase in
information asymmetry causes an increase in actual losses to debtholders. We capture an increase in actual losses to debtholders
as credit events, speciﬁcally, defaults, delistings, and bankruptcies. Therefore, our third hypothesis is:
H3. The loss of an analyst leads to a higher rate of credit events.
Once again, a given increase in information asymmetry should naturally be more costly in certain circumstances than others.
These circumstances can again be viewed as ﬁnancial constraints or distress. The reasoning above for the cost of debt applied to
credit events generates our fourth hypothesis:
H4. The loss of an analyst leads to a higher rate of credit events for ﬁrms that have less analyst coverage, higher leverage, a lower credit
rating, shorter debt maturity, and a bigger increase in information asymmetry.
Finally, we explore the mechanisms through which analysts affect market prices and the real economy. There is a large literature that shows that analysts affect the ﬁrms that they follow. Broadly speaking, these studies can be divided into two categories
according to the economic mechanism they postulate. In the ﬁrst category (Kelly and Ljungqvist, 2012; Derrien and Kecskés,
2013), the loss of an analyst leads to an increase in information asymmetry for the ﬁrm. This increases the cost of ﬁnancing,
which in turn forces ﬁrms to underinvest. We call this channel the “ﬁnancing channel”.
In the second category (Yu, 2008; Irani and Oesch, 2013; Chen et al., 2015), the loss of an analyst leads to a decrease in monitoring of the ﬁrm. In this context, “monitoring” refers to analysts producing information that is used by investors and other economic agents to exert inﬂuence on the ﬁrm's managers so that they maximize shareholder value. In this manner, the loss of an
analyst increases agency problems and thus ﬁrms are able to overinvest. We call this channel the “monitoring channel”. Both
channels are consistent with a decrease in ﬁrm value, through a higher cost of debt (and equity), but the mechanisms that
lead to these outcomes are very different.
Our goal is to understand how the loss of an analyst affects the cost of debt. The two channels should affect ﬁrms differently
depending on whether ﬁrms need external ﬁnancing to invest. According to the ﬁnancing channel, the increase in the cost of external ﬁnancing should predominantly affect ﬁrms that are ﬁnancially constrained, which should raise less ﬁnancing and consequently underinvest. Holding ﬁxed the cash ﬂows of the ﬁrm's projects, underinvestment leads to an increase in proﬁtability as
the ﬁrm funds only its most proﬁtable projects and abandons the less proﬁtable ones because it cannot afford to fund them.
By contrast, ﬁrms that are not ﬁnancially constrained should be largely unaffected by the increase in the cost of external ﬁnancing.
Turning to the monitoring channel, the increase in agency problems should predominantly affect ﬁrms that are not ﬁnancially
constrained. Such ﬁrms have sufﬁcient internal ﬁnancing to fund not just proﬁtable projects but also unproﬁtable ones that
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beneﬁt managers at the expense of investors. As a result, they overinvest and their proﬁtability decreases. By contrast, in ﬁrms
that are ﬁnancially constrained, managers have little opportunity to overinvest, so they should be largely unaffected by the decrease in monitoring.
Under both channels, the loss of an analyst increases the ﬁrm's cost of debt. However, the ﬁnancing channel predicts that this
effect is stronger for ﬁnancially constrained ﬁrms whereas the monitoring channel predicts that it mainly affects ﬁnancially unconstrained ﬁrms. Our ﬁnal hypothesis, then, is:
H5. The loss of an analyst leads to lower investment and higher proﬁtability for ﬁrms that are ﬁnancially constrained (the ﬁnancing
channel), and higher investment and lower proﬁtability for ﬁrms that are ﬁnancially unconstrained (the monitoring channel).
3. Sample and data
To construct our sample, we ﬁrst identify ﬁrms that lose an analyst because of broker closures and broker mergers. We then
match these treatment ﬁrms to similar control ﬁrms. Our objective is to estimate the effect of the loss of an analyst (the shock) on
the cost of debt and credit events (the response). We do so by comparing the differential response of our treatment ﬁrms and
control ﬁrms to the shock.
Our sample construction follows that of Derrien and Kecskés (2013), so we only summarize it here. The main difference is that
we also require that ﬁrms have publicly traded bonds. We use I/B/E/S to identify brokers that disappear, as a result of closures or
mergers, between 1994 and 2008. Since it is not always possible to reconcile broker disappearance dates with broker disappearance dates in I/B/E/S, we measure analyst coverage “before the broker disappearance date” at three months before the broker disappearance date and “after the broker disappearance date” at three months thereafter.5 While we do know the announcement
dates of broker closures as well as the effective dates of broker mergers, these dates do not always match the broker disappearance dates from I/B/E/S.6 In order to capture the main effect of the broker disappearance, we use an event window of six months.
Our list of broker disappearances includes all of Hong and Kacperczyk (2010)'s broker mergers that are during our sample period
and all of Kelly and Ljungqvist (2012)'s broker closures.
Next, we construct a list of ﬁrms covered by brokers during the year before their disappearance dates as well as the analysts
working for the brokers. Our assumption is that if an analyst has at least one earnings estimate in I/B/E/S for a ﬁrm during the
year before the broker disappearance date, he covers that ﬁrm. Similarly, our assumption is that if an analyst has no earnings estimate in I/B/E/S for any ﬁrm during the year after the broker disappearance date, he disappears. We only retain ﬁrms for which
the estimate is not “stopped” in I/B/E/S before the broker disappearance date. For broker closures, we retain ﬁrms for which the
analyst disappears from I/B/E/S during the year after the broker disappearance date. For broker mergers, we retain ﬁrms covered
by both the target broker and the acquirer broker before the merger and for which one of their analysts disappears. Our objective
is to retain ﬁrms that lose an analyst exogenously.
Since we use both treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms in our empirical analysis, we impose the same restrictions on both groups of
ﬁrms. We retain publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year. We require that candidate control
ﬁrms have the same two-digit SIC code as our treatment ﬁrms. Industry matters because many determinants of the cost of debt
and credit events are correlated across ﬁrms in the same industry. Next, we match by credit rating and analyst coverage. We measure
credit ratings on a 22-point scale corresponding to Standard & Poor's and/or Moody's ratings (22 = AAA/Aaa, 21 = AA+/Aa1, …, 4 =
CCC−/Caa3, 3 = CC/Ca, 2 = C/Ca, 1 = D/C). We require the credit rating of treatment ﬁrms and candidate control ﬁrms to differ by
three points or less on this scale.7 We then require that the analyst coverage of treatment ﬁrms and candidate control ﬁrms differs by
ﬁve analysts or less. We retain candidate control ﬁrms that have the smallest difference in number of analysts to the corresponding
treatment ﬁrms. Finally, we match based on total assets, proﬁtability, and leverage.8 To this end, we compute the difference between
treatment ﬁrms and controls ﬁrms for each of these three variables. We then compute the rank of the difference for each variable as
well as the total rank across all three variables. We retain candidate control ﬁrms that have the lowest total rank.
As a result, our treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms are matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and
analyst coverage. Our matching is similar in spirit to that of the aforementioned papers using broker closures and broker mergers. However, we design our matching to ensure that our treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms are similar in terms of the standard determinants of
the cost of debt and credit events that we study. Our sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms and the same number of control ﬁrms. In our
sample, we have 43 broker disappearances of which 17 are the result of broker closures and 26 are the result of broker mergers.
Analyst data are from I/B/E/S. Stock trading data are from CRSP and accounting data are from Compustat. Debt issuance data are
from SDC. Bond market data are from the Lehman Brothers Fixed Income Database until 2006 and from TRACE thereafter, and bankruptcy ﬁlings data are from SDC. Both the Lehman Brothers database and the TRACE database contain bond-level data, but the former
5

We also refer to these points in time as “before the loss of an analyst” and “after the loss of an analyst”, respectively.
Strictly speaking, I/B/E/S does not contain data on broker disappearance dates, but we can infer when brokers disappear based on when their earnings estimates
data stop. These broker disappearance dates can differ from broker closure announcement dates or broker merger effective dates by several months. Nevertheless, these
differences in dates are not errors because analysts can be terminated shortly before or shortly after broker closure dates or broker merger dates and they are not necessarily terminated exactly on these dates.
7
For example, a treatment ﬁrm with a BB+ rating, the highest possible non-investment grade rating, must be matched to a candidate control ﬁrm with a BBB+ rating or lower or a B+ rating or higher.
8
We use the standard deﬁnitions of proﬁtability and leverage. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne proﬁtability as EBITDA divided by total assets, and we deﬁne leverage as longterm debt divided by total assets.
6
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contains monthly frequency data whereas the latter contains trade frequency data. We collapse the TRACE data from trade frequency
to monthly frequency in order to extend our bond market data beyond 2006 when the Lehman Brothers data end. From both databases, we obtain bond-level data on yields, credit ratings, amounts outstanding, and durations. We winsorize all continuous variables
at the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. Our choice is motivated by the fact that our sample size is small (824 observations), thus
winsorizing at the usual 1st and 99th percentiles only mitigates the potential inﬂuence of 2 × 8 = 16 extreme observations.
The yield of a ﬁrm from the secondary bond market is clearly a good measure of the cost of debt. First and foremost, these yields are
available for a large sample of ﬁrms, and they change regularly as the expectations of investors change. This is not the case for the cost
of debt measured as the yield on public or private debt at issuance or on bank loans at origination. Such measures are only observable
when the ﬁrm borrows and if it borrows. Credit default swap spreads are not a good solution to this problem either because they are
only available in recent years and for a small sample of ﬁrms. Second, it is impractical to study how the cost of debt changes using such
measures since most ﬁrms do not borrow on a monthly or even quarterly basis, so the cost of debt is not available with sufﬁcient frequency. Third and ﬁnally, with these important caveats in mind, we compare bond yields measured using debt offerings to those measured using the secondary bond market. We ﬁnd that they are highly correlated.9
Our broker disappearances should result in ﬁrms losing an analyst. To test whether this is the case in our sample, we compute
the change in analyst coverage for our treatment ﬁrms compared to our control ﬁrms during the six months centered on the end
of the month of the broker disappearance date. We ﬁnd that analyst coverage of our treatment ﬁrms decreases by 0.89 analysts
more than our control ﬁrms (with a t-statistic of −5.87). Thus our broker disappearances are associated with the loss of roughly
one analyst, which is what we expect given our sample construction.10
Since we use a difference-in-differences approach, it is important that our treatment ﬁrms be similar to our control ﬁrms. This
is why we match treatment ﬁrms to control ﬁrms. If we are successful, then our difference-in-differences approach implemented
with our two natural experiments ensures that the variation in our independent variable (analyst coverage) and the variation in
our dependent variables (the cost of debt and credit events) are not caused by variation in some third group of variables that are
common to the ﬁrst two groups. Consequently, we do not also have to control for cross-sectional and time-series effects that affect both of our ﬁrst two groups of variables. At the same time, we require our sample ﬁrms to have publicly traded bonds because the associated data are necessary for our analysis of the cost of debt. As a result, while our sample ﬁrms are
representative of ﬁrms with publicly traded bonds, they tend to be bigger and have higher leverage, more analyst coverage,
and lower risk than publicly traded ﬁrms in general.
To examine the success of our matching, we test the equality of the medians as well as the distributions (using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) of various variables for our treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms. The ﬁrst group of variables is our matching variables: total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Since our control ﬁrms have the same two-digit SIC
code as our treatment ﬁrms by construction, we do not examine industry as a matching variable. The second group of variables is
bond market variables: the yield and duration of a ﬁrm's bonds as well as the amount of its long-term debt. The third group of
variables is other standard variables: market capitalization, market-to-book, and volatility. We measure all variables before the
loss of an analyst. Note that we cannot examine the rate of credit events before the loss of an analyst: once a ﬁrm has a default,
delisting, or bankruptcy event, it disappears for practical purposes.
Table 1 presents the results. For all of our variables (matching, bond market, and other standard variables), our treatment
ﬁrms are very similar to our control ﬁrms before the loss of an analyst. None of the differences are economically or statistically
signiﬁcant. The median yield for our treatment ﬁrms is 711 basis points, and their median credit rating is 15 (equivalently,
BBB+/Baa1). Their median leverage is roughly 29%, and the median ﬁrm has long-term debt of $2.9 billion. Overall, our treatment
ﬁrms appear to be well matched to our control ﬁrms.
Similarly, we examine whether our treatment ﬁrms are similar to our control ﬁrms in terms of information asymmetry before the
loss of an analyst. We use and compute the same ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry as Kelly and Ljungqvist (2012): the bid-ask
spread, the Amihud liquidity measure, the ratio of zero and missing returns days to total days, the magnitude of earnings announcement surprises, and the volatility of the market reaction to earnings announcements. Table 1 shows that, before our treatment ﬁrms
lose an analyst, the information asymmetry proxies for our treatment ﬁrms are similar to those for our control ﬁrms.
We also examine whether changes in the cost of debt and in credit events are anticipated before the loss of an analyst. Table 1
shows that our treatment and control ﬁrms are similar based on the past, but they may be different based on expectations of the
future. To examine this possibility, we compare analysts' expectations for our treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms. We use four measures of analysts' expectations: earnings estimates for the next ﬁscal year, investment recommendations, long-term earnings
growth rate estimates, and price targets. We compute all analysts' expectations variables as the mean expectations of all analysts
covering the ﬁrm, and we measure them before the loss of an analyst. As Table 1 shows, our treatment ﬁrms are also similar to
our control ﬁrms in terms of analysts' expectations. This further suggests that the disappearance of brokers and analysts is exogenous to changes in the cost of debt and credit events.
Finally, we examine whether our brokers and analysts produce relevant research. If this is not the case, then they should not
affect the cost of debt or credit events. (For expositional simplicity, we do not tabulate these results.) First, we ﬁnd that a broker
9
For a sample of all publicly traded ﬁrms that are comparable to our treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms, less than 5% of those that have secondary bond market data on
a monthly basis also have debt offering data. For these ﬁrms, the simple correlation between bond yields is almost 0.5.
10
We also examine the evolution of analyst coverage during the years before the loss of an analyst (not tabulated). The mean difference between treatment ﬁrms and
control ﬁrms in analyst coverage is roughly horizontal during this period and is not statistically signiﬁcant. Our decreases in analyst coverage are clearly not part of longterm trends in analyst coverage but instead are one-time decreases.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics.
This table presents descriptive statistics that compare treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994
and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit
rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year. Credit ratings are measured on
a 22-point scale corresponding to Standard & Poor's and/or Moody's ratings (22 = AAA/Aaa, 21 = AA+/Aa1, …, 4 = CCC−/Caa3, 3 = CC/Ca, 2 = C/Ca, 1 = D/C).
Proﬁtability is EBITDA divided by total assets. Leverage is long-term debt divided by total assets. Volatility is the annualized standard deviation of daily stock returns.
The bid-ask spread is computed as the mean during the year of the daily ask price minus the bid price all divided by the mean of the ask price and the bid price. The
Amihud liquidity measure is computed as the mean during the year of the daily absolute value of the stock return divided by the dollar value of trading volume. The
ratio of zero and missing returns days to total days is computed as the number of trading days with zero or missing returns during the year divided by the number
of trading days during the year. The earnings announcement surprise is computed as the mean during the year of the quarterly absolute value of the difference between
actual earnings and expected earnings divided by the stock price. The earnings announcements volatility is computed as the mean during the year of the quarterly volatility of the three-day market reaction to earnings announcements. Analysts' expectations variables are computed as the mean expectations of all analysts covering the
ﬁrm, and they comprise the following: earnings estimates for the next ﬁscal year measured as a percent of the stock price; investment recommendations measured on a
ﬁve-point scale (a higher value of which means more a favorable recommendation); long-term earnings growth rate estimates for the next ﬁve years; and price targets
for the next year measured as a percent of the stock price. All variables are measured before the loss of an analyst.
p-value of test
of equality
of medians

p-value of test
of equality of
distributions

30,573
17.8%
38.8%
17.0
26.5

0.127
0.522
0.588
0.767
0.183

0.322
0.174
0.422
0.827
0.539

790
8.5
8043

791
8.5
6370

0.921
0.460
0.168

0.507
0.498
0.322

22,761
3.28
44.6%

21,772
3.21
44.2%

0.522
0.960
0.218

0.538
0.425
0.387

25th percentile

Median

Treatment
ﬁrms

Control
ﬁrms

Treatment
ﬁrms

Control
ﬁrms

Treatment
ﬁrms

75th percentile
Control
ﬁrms

Matching variables
Total assets ($M)
Proﬁtability
Leverage
Credit rating (22-point scale)
Number of analysts

4705
6.4%
19.2%
13.0
16.0

3953
7.1%
20.0%
13.0
16.0

11,985
12.0%
28.6%
15.0
21.0

11,012
12.2%
28.8%
15.0
21.0

33,428
16.6%
39.6%
17.0
27.0

Bond market variables
Yield (bps)
Duration (years)
Long-term debt ($M)

573
4.9
1270

566
5.0
1118

711
6.5
2891

709
6.3
2653

Other standard variables
Market capitalization ($M)
Market-to-book
Volatility

3305
1.35
26.1%

3061
1.46
25.0%

8670
2.07
34.4%

8065
2.06
33.9%

Information asymmetry variables
Bid-ask spread
Amihud liquidity measure
Returns ratio
Earnings announcement surprise
Earnings announcement volatility

0.15%
0.01%
0.8%
0.05%
28.5%

0.15%
0.01%
0.8%
0.05%
28.4%

0.72%
0.04%
2.4%
0.12%
39.1%

0.76%
0.05%
2.4%
0.10%
39.0%

1.14%
0.13%
5.1%
0.30%
55.0%

1.13%
0.13%
4.8%
0.26%
54.4%

0.531
0.301
0.961
0.384
0.749

0.665
0.580
0.789
0.363
0.921

Analysts' expectations variables
Earnings estimates
Investment recommendations
Long-term earnings growth rate estimates
Price targets

4.3%
3.5
9.8%
11.5%

4.5%
3.5
9.4%
10.8%

6.2%
3.8
12.1%
23.4%

6.3%
3.8
12.4%
21.6%

8.3%
4.1
15.1%
45.6%

8.2%
4.1
15.7%
44.7%

0.825
0.622
0.568
0.404

0.322
0.621
0.524
0.485

that closes, or at least one of the brokers that merge, is a leader in research according to Institutional Investor magazine, for 67% of
our sample ﬁrms.11 In other words, our brokers are typically research powerhouses. Second, we examine the earnings estimate
accuracy of our brokers and analysts using relative earnings estimate accuracy, a standard measure of research quality (e.g., see
Mikhail et al. (1999) and Hong and Kubik (2003)). We ﬁnd that the accuracy of both our brokers and analysts is slightly
above average. Moreover, very few (4%) of our analysts fall into the very low accuracy group (the bottom quartile) that the literature ﬁnds drives analysts' career outcomes. Lastly, we ﬁnd that the expectations of analysts who cover treatment ﬁrms and
disappear, and the mean expectations of all other analysts who cover treatment ﬁrms, are similar.

4. Main results for the cost of debt
4.1. The increase in the cost of debt
We now examine whether the loss of an analyst leads to an increase in the cost of debt (H1). We begin our analysis by computing the mean change in the cost of debt from three months before the loss of an analyst to three months thereafter for our

11
Institutional Investor magazine publishes an annual survey of money managers. Investors vote for the best research analysts, and the winners are declared “star”
analysts. The brokers with the greatest number of star analysts, around 15 each year, are declared “leading” brokers.
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treatment ﬁrms (the treatment difference), our control ﬁrms (the control difference), and the difference between our
treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms (the difference-in-differences). Throughout the paper, we focus on the mean differencein-differences.
We measure the cost of debt of a ﬁrm as follows. Broadly, our objective is to adjust raw yields for two systematic risk factors:
maturity and default (see Fama and French, 1993). First, to adjust for systematic maturity risk, we compute the yield spread of a
bond issue as the difference between the yield to maturity of the bond issue and the yield to maturity of a duration matched Treasury bond. If there is no Treasury bond with the same duration, we interpolate a Treasury bond yield to maturity. We then compute the yield spread of a ﬁrm as the weighted average yield spread of its bond issues using as weights the amount outstanding of
the bond issue divided by the total amount outstanding of all bond issues of the ﬁrm.
Second, to adjust for systematic default risk, we compute excess spreads of a ﬁrm as the spread of the ﬁrm minus the spread of
a portfolio of ﬁrms matched by credit rating. We compute the spread of a portfolio of ﬁrms as the weighted average spread of its
ﬁrms using as weights the amount outstanding of the ﬁrm's bonds divided by the total amount outstanding of all bonds of all
ﬁrms in the portfolio. We use two portfolios: one investment grade and one non-investment grade. Hereafter, we use these excess
spreads as our measure of the cost of debt.12
Table 2 presents the results in Panel A. The cost of debt increases by 25 basis points after the loss of an analyst. The magnitude
of the increase in the cost of debt is economically signiﬁcant. Using median long-term debt of $2.9 billion from Table 1, we compute the increase in the cost of debt caused by the loss of an analyst. It translates into an increase in annual interest expense of $7
million for the typical ﬁrm in our sample. By way of comparison, we consider related research on exogenous credit rating reﬁnements, which decrease information asymmetry, on the cost of debt. Kliger and Sarig (2000) ﬁnd that the cost of debt increases by
41–64 basis points (depending on the event window) for ﬁrms with higher credit ratings after reﬁnement compared to ﬁrms with
lower credit ratings after reﬁnement. The corresponding ﬁgure from Tang (2009) is 20 basis points (both papers study the same
event but their sample of ﬁrms differs). Therefore, the loss of an analyst has an effect on a ﬁrm's cost of debt of similar magnitude
as other events that affect the ﬁrm's information asymmetry.13
We perform several robustness tests of our results. For expositional simplicity, we summarize the results rather than tabulating them. First, we use propensity score matching rather than characteristics matching. Using all ﬁrms between 1994 and 2008,
we run a probit regression to estimate propensity scores. We regress a dummy variable that equals one for treatment ﬁrms and
zero for control ﬁrms on total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, analyst coverage, two-digit SIC code dummy variables,
and calendar year dummy variables. We match each treatment ﬁrm to a control ﬁrm in the same industry and same year with
the nearest predicted propensity score. Using this methodology, we ﬁnd similar results to characteristics matching. As an alternative, we run regressions in which we control for our matching variables, and we ﬁnd similar results to our difference-indifferences approach.
Additionally, we examine the change in the cost of debt separately for the small number of broker disappearances each of
which causes a large number of ﬁrms to lose an analyst. To this end, we collapse our observations by broker to avoid giving
more weight to broker disappearances that cause a large number of ﬁrms to lose an analyst. For each broker, we use the mean
change in the cost of debt. We ﬁnd that the results for the top 10, 15, and 20 brokers (ranked by the number of ﬁrms that
lose an analyst) are smaller but still economically and statistically signiﬁcant. Finally, we examine whether our results can be explained by the ﬁnancials and utilities that we retain in our sample. When we exclude such ﬁrms, we ﬁnd that our results are
similar.
Returning to our main analysis, we also examine whether the loss of an analyst leads to a greater increase in the cost of debt
when the loss of an analyst is more costly. Speciﬁcally, the loss of an analyst should be more costly for ﬁrms that have less analyst
coverage, have higher leverage, have a lower credit rating, and have shorter debt maturity (H2).
We ﬁrst examine graphically whether the increase in the cost of debt is signiﬁcant for a given level of our conditioning variables.
For each conditioning variable, we sort ﬁrms into quartiles and examine the mean difference-in-differences in the cost of debt (as in
Panel A of Table 2) in each quartile. For credit rating, we sort ﬁrms into the following categories, which are more natural than quartiles: BB+ or lower (21% of our observations), BBB- to BBB+ (31%), A- to A+ (37%), and AA- or higher (11%). We measure all of our
conditioning variables using only treatment ﬁrms, and we measure them before the loss of an analyst.
Fig. 1 presents the results. For analyst coverage, the increase in the cost of debt is 70 basis points in the bottom quartile and is
both economically and statistically signiﬁcant. By contrast, the change in the cost of debt for ﬁrms that have more analyst coverage (in the top three quartiles) is much smaller and is not statistically signiﬁcant. Similarly, the increase in the cost of debt is 68
basis points in the top quartile of leverage, 128 basis points for ﬁrms with non-investment grade credit ratings (BB+ or lower),
and 70 basis points for ﬁrms in the bottom quartile of debt maturity. In all three cases, the increase in the cost of debt is both
economically and statistically signiﬁcant. By contrast, the increase in the cost of debt is economically much smaller and is not statistically signiﬁcant for ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles of leverage, for ﬁrms with investment grade credit ratings (BBB- or
higher), and for ﬁrms in the top three quartiles of debt maturity.

12
Strictly speaking, we are being conservative in using adjusted yields rather than raw yields because our treatment ﬁrms are matched to our control ﬁrms by industry, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Our results are similar if we use raw yields instead of adjusted yields.
13
We also examine the evolution of the cost of debt during the years before the loss of an analyst (not tabulated). The mean difference between treatment ﬁrms and
control ﬁrms in the cost of debt is roughly horizontal during this period and is not statistically signiﬁcant. The increase in the cost of debt is clearly not part of long-term
trends in the cost of debt but instead is a one-time increase. This result provides supportive evidence for the parallel trends assumption underlying our difference-indifferences approach.
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Table 2
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the cost of debt unconditionally and conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity.
This table presents the change in the cost of debt caused by the loss of an analyst unconditionally and conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt
maturity. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number
of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating
ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year. In Panel A, the mean change in the cost of debt between after the loss of an analyst to before is computed for treatment
ﬁrms (the treatment difference), control ﬁrms (the control difference), and the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms (the difference-in-differences). In
Panel B, the mean difference-in-differences in the cost of debt (as in Panel A) is computed for ﬁrms covered by few analysts, for ﬁrms covered by many analysts, and for
the difference between the two differences-in-differences. In Panel C through Panel E, the same approach is followed for ﬁrms with high leverage and low leverage, for
ﬁrms with a non-investment grade credit rating and with an investment grade credit rating, and for ﬁrms with short debt maturity and long debt maturity, respectively.
The cost of debt is measured in basis points. An investment grade rating is a rating of BBB−/Baa3 or higher. All conditioning variables are measured using only treatment
ﬁrms, and they are measured before the loss of an analyst. ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Statistical signiﬁcance is
only tabulated in Panel A for the mean of the difference-in-differences and in Panel B through Panel E for the mean of the triple differences.
Panel A: Unconditionally
Mean treatment difference
(month +3 versus month −3)

Mean control difference
(month +3 versus month −3)

Mean of difference-in-differences
(treatments versus controls)

t-statistic for
difference-in-differences

43.3

18.6

24.7**

2.58

Panel B: difference-in-differences conditional upon analyst coverage at month −3
Mean for quartile 1 (few)
(N = 209)

Mean for quartiles 2–4 (many)
(N = 615)

Mean for few versus many

t-statistic for few versus
many

70.1

9.0

61.1***

3.00

Panel C: difference-in-differences conditional upon leverage at month −3
Mean for quartile 4 (high)
(N = 206)

Mean for quartiles 1–3 (low)
(N = 618)

Mean for high versus low

t-statistic for high versus
low

68.3

9.9

58.4***

2.81

Panel D: difference-in-differences conditional upon credit rating at month −3
Mean for non-investment grade rating
(low) (N = 171)

Mean for investment grade rating
(high) (N = 653)

Mean for low versus high

t-statistic for low versus
high

128.5

−2.7

131.2***

5.51

Panel E: difference-in-differences conditional upon debt maturity at month −3.
Mean for quartile 1 (short)
(N = 206)

Mean for quartiles 2–4 (long)
(N = 618)

Mean for short versus long

t-statistic for short versus
long

70.3

9.3

61.0***

2.95

In summary, the panels in the ﬁgure show that the effect on the cost of debt of the loss of an analyst is concentrated in ﬁrms
with low analyst coverage, high leverage, non-investment grade credit ratings, and short debt maturity, as predicted (H2). More
strongly, our results are driven by ﬁrms with the least analyst coverage, the highest leverage, non-investment grade credit ratings,
and the shortest debt maturity. While the loss of an analyst should not matter much for the average ﬁrm, it might signiﬁcantly
affect the aforementioned types of ﬁrms. Indeed, our ﬁndings indicate that except for this small minority of ﬁrms, the loss of
an analyst has no effect on the cost of debt.
To test this formally, we use a triple difference approach. For each conditioning variable, we sort ﬁrms into two groups based
on the values of the conditioning variable. For each group, we calculate the mean difference-in-differences in the cost of debt,
i.e., the mean change in the cost of debt around analyst disappearances (as in Panel A of Table 2 and Fig. 1). Then we obtain a
triple difference estimate by computing the difference between the differences-in-differences of each group. For analyst coverage,
we compare ﬁrms in the bottom quartile to ﬁrms in the top three quartiles because Fig. 1 clearly shows that the effect of the loss
of an analyst is concentrated in the bottom quartile. Based on the same reasoning, we compare ﬁrms in the top quartile of leverage to ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles. For credit ratings, we compare ﬁrms with non-investment grade credit ratings to ﬁrms
with investment grade credit ratings. Finally, for debt maturity, we compare ﬁrms in the bottom quartile to ﬁrms in the top three
quartiles.
Table 2 presents the results in Panel B through Panel E. The increase in the cost of debt is 61 basis points bigger for the ﬁrms
with the least analyst coverage compared to other ﬁrms. Similarly, the increase in the cost of debt is 58 basis points bigger for
ﬁrms with high leverage compared to ﬁrms with low leverage and 131 basis points bigger for ﬁrms with non-investment
grade credit ratings compared to ﬁrms with investment grade credit ratings. Finally, for debt maturity, the cost of debt increases
by 61 basis points more for ﬁrms with short debt maturity than for ﬁrms with long debt maturity. In all four cases, the triple difference is both economically and statistically signiﬁcant.
The results are consistent with (H2): the increase in the cost of debt is driven by ﬁrms for which the loss of an analyst is more
costly, i.e., ﬁrms that have less analyst coverage, have higher leverage, have a lower credit rating, and have shorter debt maturity.
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Fig. 1. The increase in the cost of debt conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity. This ﬁgure presents the mean change in the
cost of debt caused by the loss of an analyst conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity. The sample comprises 824 treatment
ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry,
time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded
for at least one year. The change in the cost of debt is computed as the mean difference-in-differences in the cost of debt: the difference between after the loss
of an analyst and before, and the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms. All conditioning variables are measured using only treatment ﬁrms,
and they are measured before the loss of an analyst. The ﬁgure presents means (columns) as well as 5% and 95% conﬁdence bounds (vertical lines).

Alternatively, our results can be interpreted as supporting the notion that the loss of an analyst is concentrated in ﬁrms that are
ﬁnancially constrained or distressed.

4.2. The increase in the cost of debt conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry
Our hypothesis is that information asymmetry increases for ﬁrms that lose an analyst, which leads to an increase in their cost
of debt. Furthermore, the greater is the information asymmetry shock, the greater should be the increase in the cost of debt (H2).
We cannot test this hypothesis directly because all of our treatment ﬁrms lose exactly one analyst, so there is no cross-sectional
variation in the magnitude of the information asymmetry shock. Instead, we provide an indirect test of this hypothesis.
For each ﬁrm in our sample, we compute the change in information asymmetry caused by the loss of an analyst using the
same ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry as before. In particular, for each proxy, we compute the difference between after
the loss of an analyst and before, and the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms.14 This allows us to identify
ﬁrms for which the loss of an analyst has a big versus small impact on information asymmetry, and thus to test whether there
is a greater increase in cost of debt when the increase in information asymmetry itself is greater. For each information asymmetry
proxy, we sort ﬁrms into quartiles. We classify ﬁrms in the top quartile as having a big change in information asymmetry, and we
classify ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles as having a small change.
Fig. 2 presents the results. For all ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry, the bigger is the increase in information asymmetry
following the disappearance of an analyst, the bigger is the increase in the cost of debt. Moreover, the increase in the cost of debt
is only statistically signiﬁcant for ﬁrms with the biggest increase in information asymmetry. For ﬁrms in the top quartile of the
change in information asymmetry, the increase in the cost of debt ranges from 61 to 137 basis points and is always statistically
signiﬁcant. For ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles, the change in the cost of debt is small and generally not statistically signiﬁcant.
14

Consistent with Kelly and Ljungqvist (2012), we ﬁnd that information asymmetry increases on average for ﬁrms that lose an analyst (not tabulated).
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Fig. 2. The increase in the cost of debt conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry. This ﬁgure presents the mean change in the cost of debt caused by
the loss of an analyst conditional upon the change in information asymmetry. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and
2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit
rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year. The change in the cost of
debt is measured as a mean difference-in-differences: the difference between after the loss of an analyst versus before, and the difference between treatment
ﬁrms versus control ﬁrms. Proxy 1 is the bid-ask spread. Proxy 2 is the Amihud liquidity measure. Proxy 3 is the ratio of zero and missing returns days to total
days. Proxy 4 is the earnings announcement surprise. Proxy 5 is the earnings announcement volatility. Proxies for information asymmetry are computed and measured as in Table 3. The ﬁgure presents means (columns) as well as 5% and 95% conﬁdence bounds (vertical lines).

We also test whether there is a bigger increase in the cost of debt for ﬁrms with a bigger increase in information asymmetry.
For all ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry, we use a triple difference approach: we compare the mean difference-indifferences in the cost of debt (as in Panel A of Table 2) for ﬁrms with a big change in information asymmetry (top quartile)
to ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry (bottom three quartiles).
Table 3 presents the results. The increase in the cost of debt is signiﬁcantly bigger – both economically and statistically – for
ﬁrms with a big change in information asymmetry compared to ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry. The triple
differences are economically and statistically signiﬁcant, and they range from 64 to 159 basis points. Overall, the results suggest
that the increase in the cost of debt is driven by ﬁrms with the biggest increase in information asymmetry caused by the loss of an
analyst.

Table 3
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the cost of debt conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry.
This table presents the change in the cost of debt caused by the loss of an analyst conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry. The sample comprises 824
treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry,
time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at
least one year. The mean difference-in-differences in the cost of debt (as in Panel A of Table 2) is computed for ﬁrms with a big change in information asymmetry,
for ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry, and for the difference between the two differences-in-differences. The cost of debt is measured in basis points.
Firms in the top quartile of the change in information asymmetry are classiﬁed as having a big change and ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles are classiﬁed as having a
small change. The bid-ask spread is computed as the mean during the year of the daily ask price minus the bid price all divided by the mean of the ask price and the bid
price. The Amihud liquidity measure is computed as the mean during the year of the daily absolute value of the stock return divided by the dollar value of trading volume. The ratio of zero and missing returns days to total days is computed as the number of trading days with zero or missing returns during the year divided by the
number of trading days during the year. The earnings announcement surprise is computed as the mean during the year of the quarterly absolute value of the difference
between actual earnings and expected earnings divided by the stock price. The earnings announcements volatility is computed as the mean during the year of the quarterly volatility of the three-day market reaction to earnings announcements. All conditioning variables are measured as differences-in-differences: the difference after
loss of an analyst versus before and the difference between treatment ﬁrms versus control ﬁrms. ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.
Proxy for the change in information asymmetry

Bid-ask spread
Amihud liquidity measure
Returns ratio
Earnings announcement surprise
Earnings announcement volatility

Difference-in-differences for
quartile 4 (ﬁrms with a big
change in info. asymmetry)

Difference-in-differences for
quartiles 1–3 (ﬁrms with a
small change in info. asymmetry)

Difference-in-differences for big
change versus small change

Observations

Mean

Observations

Mean

Mean

t-statistic

171
199
197
192
193

74.0
136.6
83.1
108.3
60.7

513
598
601
579
581

1.6
−22.1
−2.6
−18.1
−2.9

72.3***
158.8***
85.7***
126.4***
63.5***

3.31
8.08
4.41
6.24
3.06
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5. Main results for the rate of credit events
5.1. The increase in the rate of credit events
The increase in the cost of debt suggests that expected losses to debtholders increase as a result of the increase in information
asymmetry. We now examine whether the loss of an analyst also leads to a higher rate of credit events (H3).
To test this, we use the rate of various credit events during the years after the loss of an analyst. The credit events that we
examine include defaults (from Compustat). We also examine bankruptcy related stock delistings (from CRSP), namely, those
that are classiﬁed as “liquidations” or “drops”; we refer to these as “delistings”. Finally, we examine bankruptcy ﬁlings (from
SDC) to which we refer simply as “bankruptcies”. We examine these credit events over horizons of within one year, within
two years, and within three years after the loss of an analyst. For each credit event, for each horizon, we compute the mean
rate of the credit event for treatment ﬁrms, control ﬁrms, and the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms.
Table 4 presents the results. The rate of all three credit events over all three horizons is signiﬁcantly higher, both economically
and statistically, for treatment ﬁrms than for control ﬁrms. For example, within one year, the rates of defaults, delistings, and
bankruptcies are higher by roughly 1.1, 1.0, and 1.1 percentage points, respectively. By comparison, the corresponding rates
range from 0.5 to 0.7 percentage points for control ﬁrms. In other words, the rate of credit events is roughly 150% higher for treatment ﬁrms than for control ﬁrms within one year. Within two years and three years, the rate of credit events is still roughly 100%
higher for treatment ﬁrms than for control ﬁrms (roughly 3.0 percentage points compared to roughly 1.5 percentage points).15
Our results are similar in economic magnitude to those in the literature (e.g., Campbell et al. (2008)). The results suggest that actual losses to debtholders increase as a result of the increase in information asymmetry caused by the loss of an analyst.
Like in Table 2, in which we examine whether the increase in the cost of debt is bigger when the loss of an analyst is more
costly, we now examine whether the rate of credit events is higher. Once again, the loss of an analyst should be more costly
for ﬁrms that have less analyst coverage, higher leverage, a lower credit rating, and shorter debt maturity (H4). Table 5 presents
the results. For all three credit events and all three horizons, the rate of credit events is always signiﬁcantly higher both economically and statistically. Overall, the results suggest that the increase in actual losses to debtholders is driven by ﬁrms for which the
loss of an analyst is most costly. As an alternative interpretation, our results support the notion that the loss of an analyst is concentrated in ﬁrms that are ﬁnancially constrained or distressed.
5.2. The increase in the rate of credit events conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry
We examine whether the increase in actual losses to debtholders is driven by the increase in information asymmetry caused
by the loss of an analyst. If this is the case, then the increase in actual losses should be bigger when the increase in information
asymmetry caused by the disappearance of an analyst is bigger (H4). We examine whether this is the case. For each credit event,
for each horizon, we compare the mean difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms in the rate of the credit event (as in
Table 4) for ﬁrms with a big change in information asymmetry to ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry. We use
the same ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry as in Table 3. We also measure the change in information asymmetry as
differences-in-differences as before. Finally, we once again classify ﬁrms in the top quartile of the change in information asymmetry as having a big change and ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles as having a small change.
Table 6 presents the results. For all three credit events, for all three horizons, the rate of credit events is signiﬁcantly higher for
ﬁrms with a big change in information asymmetry than for ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry. Most of the
differences-in-differences (34 of 45) are statistically signiﬁcant for our ﬁve proxies for information asymmetry. They are also highly economically signiﬁcant: they range from 0.9 to 9.6 percentage points with a mean and median of 3.5 and 3.1 percentage
points, respectively. By comparison, Table 4 shows that the rate of credit events for control ﬁrms is roughly 0.5 percentage points
within one year after the loss of an analyst, and it is roughly 1.5 percentage points within both two years and three years. Overall,
the results suggest that the increase in actual losses to debtholders is driven by ﬁrms with the biggest increase in information
asymmetry caused by the loss of an analyst.
5.3. The increase in the rate of credit events conditional upon the increase in the cost of debt
Finally, if more information asymmetry causes both a higher cost of debt and more credit events, then there should be a higher
rate of credit events when there is a bigger increase in the cost of debt. In other words, bond spreads should predict credit events.
As a consistency check between our two main outcomes of interest, we examine whether this is the case. For each credit event,
for each horizon, we compare the mean difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms in the rate of the credit event (as in
Table 4) for ﬁrms with a big change in the cost of debt to ﬁrms with a small change in the cost of debt. We measure the change in
the cost of debt as a difference-in-differences (as in Panel A of Table 2). We classify ﬁrms in the top half of the change in the cost
of debt as having a big change and ﬁrms in the bottom half as having a small change.
Table 7 presents the results. For all three credit events, for all three horizons, the rate of credit events is signiﬁcantly higher for
ﬁrms with a big change in the cost of debt than for ﬁrms with a small change in the cost of debt. All of the differences-in15

The delisting rates for our control ﬁrms are similar to the corresponding rates for a sample of all comparable publicly traded ﬁrms.
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Table 4
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the rate of credit events.
This table presents the rate of credit events caused by the loss of an analyst. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008
because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating,
and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year. For each credit event (default, delisting,
and bankruptcy), for each horizon (within one year, within two years, and within three years after the loss of an analyst), three mean rates are computed: the rate for
treatment ﬁrms, for control ﬁrms, and for the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms. ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively. Statistical signiﬁcance is only tabulated for the mean of the differences.
Credit event

Mean treatment
rate of credit event

Mean control rate
of credit event

Mean of treatment
rate minus control rate

t-statistic for treatment
rate minus control rate

Default
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

1.83%
3.05%
3.13%

0.73%
1.71%
1.77%

1.10%**
1.47%**
1.50%**

2.07
2.13
1.98

Delisting
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

1.58%
2.91%
3.12%

0.61%
1.58%
1.76%

0.97%**
1.33%*
1.36%*

2.00
1.86
1.67

Bankruptcy
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

1.58%
2.91%
3.12%

0.49%
1.46%
1.36%

1.09%**
1.46%**
1.76%**

2.33
2.06
2.27

differences are highly statistically signiﬁcant. They are also highly economically signiﬁcant: they range from 2.2 to 4.8 percentage
points. Once again, by comparison, Table 4 shows that the rate of credit events for control ﬁrms is roughly 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 percentage points within one year, two years, and three years, respectively, after the loss of an analyst. Thus, perhaps unsurprisingly,
short-term market reactions (changes in the cost of debt) following analyst disappearances are highly correlated with long-term
effects (changes in the rate of credit events).
6. The ﬁnancing channel versus the monitoring channel
Our ﬁnal goal is to understand the mechanisms through which analysts affect ﬁrms. The literature suggests two different,
though not mutually exclusive, ways in which this can occur: the ﬁnancing channel (analyst disappearances cause an increase
in information asymmetry, which leads to an increase in ﬁnancing costs), and the monitoring channel (analyst disappearances

Table 5
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the rate of credit events conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity.
This table presents the rate of credit events caused by the loss of an analyst conditional upon analyst coverage, leverage, credit rating, and debt maturity. The sample
comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms
matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have
been traded for at least one year. For each credit event (default, delisting, and bankruptcy), for each horizon (within one year, within two years, and within three years),
a mean difference-in-differences is computed: the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms (as in Table 4) and the difference between small ﬁrms and big
ﬁrms (as in Table 2). The same approach is followed for ﬁrms covered by few analysts and many analysts, for ﬁrms with high leverage and low leverage, for ﬁrms with a
non-investment grade credit rating and with an investment grade credit rating, and for ﬁrms with short debt maturity and long debt maturity. All conditioning variables
are measured using only treatment ﬁrms, and they are measured before the loss of an analyst. ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.
Credit event

Quartile 1 of analyst
coverage (few) (N = 209)
versus quartiles 2–4
(many) (N = 615)

Quartile 4 of leverage
(high) (N = 206) versus
quartiles 1–3 (low)
(N = 618)

Non-investment grade
rating (N = 171) versus
investment grade
(N = 653)

Quartile 1 of debt maturity
(short) (N = 206) versus
quartiles 2–4 (long)
(N = 618)

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Default
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

3.05%**
3.86%**
3.85%**

2.54
2.48
2.18

2.44%*
4.55%***
4.55%***

1.87
2.79
2.63

5.39%***
7.94%***
7.80%***

3.56
4.19
3.72

4.41%***
7.19%***
6.47%***

3.68
4.75
3.89

Delisting
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

3.19%***
3.98%**
4.74%**

2.80
2.52
2.57

3.24%**
5.34%***
4.71%**

2.54
3.19
2.56

4.68%***
5.69%***
6.04%***

3.29
2.86
2.67

3.88%***
7.28%***
7.29%***

3.51
4.73
4.31

Bankruptcy
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

2.38%**
4.46%***
4.92%***

2.34
2.90
2.87

2.43%**
4.53%***
4.17%**

2.08
2.84
2.47

4.53%***
6.28%***
7.25%***

3.40
3.22
3.37

3.07%***
8.41%***
8.14%***

2.91
5.37
4.82
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Table 6
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the rate of credit events conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry.
This table presents the rate of credit events caused by the loss of an analyst conditional upon the increase in information asymmetry. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time,
total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one
year. For each credit event (default, delisting, and bankruptcy), for each horizon (within one year, within two years, and within three years after the loss of an analyst), a
mean difference-in-differences is computed: the difference between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms (as in Table 4) and the difference between ﬁrms with a big
change in information asymmetry and ﬁrms with a small change in information asymmetry. Firms in the top quartile of the change in information asymmetry are classiﬁed as having a big change and ﬁrms in the bottom three quartiles are classiﬁed as having a small change. Proxies for information asymmetry are computed and measured as in Table 3. ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Credit event

Big change in bid-ask
spread (N = 228)
versus small
(N = 228)

Big change in Amihud
liquidity measure
(N = 265) versus
small (N = 266)

Big change in returns
ratio (N = 265)
versus small
(N = 269)

Big change in earnings
announcement surprise
(N = 259) versus
small (N = 259)

Big change in earnings
announcement volatility
(N = 259) versus small
(N = 260)

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Mean

t-statistic

Default
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

3.12%***
2.73%
2.67%

3.11
1.56
1.36

3.68%***
7.87%***
9.55%***

3.72
5.21
5.50

1.70%*
3.89%***
3.34%**

1.96
2.73
2.12

1.91%**
5.90%***
6.82%***

2.50
4.15
3.90

1.21%*
2.07%
2.28%

1.73
1.52
1.36

Delisting
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

3.12%***
2.73%
2.67%

3.11
1.56
1.36

3.68%***
7.87%***
9.55%***

3.72
5.21
5.50

1.70%*
3.89%***
3.34%**

1.96
2.73
2.12

1.91%**
5.90%***
6.82%***

2.50
4.15
3.90

1.21%*
2.07%
2.28%

1.73
1.52
1.36

Bankruptcy
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

2.92%***
2.73%
3.30%*

3.00
1.59
1.70

3.68%***
7.20%***
8.43%***

3.89
4.94
5.10

2.21%**
4.40%***
4.22%***

2.48
3.06
2.67

2.26%***
5.72%***
7.08%***

2.76
4.08
4.27

0.86%
2.07%
2.71%*

1.24
1.55
1.73

cause a decrease in external monitoring). The two channels should affect ﬁrms differently depending on whether they are able to
ﬁnance their investments internally (H5). We therefore examine how ﬁrms behave following the loss of an analyst as a function
of whether they are ﬁnancially constrained.
Following Rajan and Zingales (1998), we use the cash ﬂow–investment gap as our proxy for ﬁnancial constraints because it
captures the ﬁrm's main cash inﬂows and outﬂows. We construct this proxy as cash ﬂow minus investment (Compustat data
items (IB + DP) − (CAPX + XRD + AQC)), all divided by total assets. We measure this proxy using only treatment ﬁrms, and
we measure it before the loss of an analyst.
Table 8 presents the effect of the loss of an analyst on the cost of debt and the rate of credit events conditional upon ﬁnancial
constraints. It is noteworthy that ﬁrms in the bottom quartile of the cash ﬂow–investment gap have a nearly 15% deﬁcit of cash
ﬂow relative to their investment while ﬁrms in the top quartile have a nearly 6% surplus. The increase in the cost of debt is 95
basis points for ﬁrms in the bottom quartile of our ﬁnancial constraints proxy and is not statistically signiﬁcant for ﬁrms in the
top three quartiles. Similarly, the higher rate of credit events is again most pronounced in the bottom quartile and is not statistically signiﬁcant in the top three quartiles.16 For both the cost of debt and credit events, the results are not only stronger in the
bottom quartile but also driven by the bottom quartile. In summary, analyst disappearances have a greater impact on ﬁrms that
are more ﬁnancially constrained, which is consistent with the ﬁnancing channel.
Next, we test whether the changes in ﬁnancing, investment, and proﬁtability caused by the loss of an analyst depend on ﬁnancial constraints. More precisely, for ﬁnancing, we examine (Compustat data items in parentheses) the change in debt (DLCCH
+ DLTIS − DLTR) and equity issuance (SSTK); total ﬁnancing is the sum of the foregoing. For investment, we examine capital expenditures (CAPX), research and development expenditures (XRD), and acquisitions expenditures (AQC); total investment is the
sum of the foregoing. Finally, for proﬁtability, we examine net income (IB + DP). We scale each variable by total assets. We compute mean differences-in-differences in these outcomes for various levels of ﬁnancial constraints.
Table 9 presents the effect of the loss of an analyst on ﬁnancing, investment, and proﬁtability conditional upon ﬁnancial constraints. There are economically and statistically signiﬁcant changes in all of these outcomes. Speciﬁcally, in the bottom quartile
(ﬁnancially constrained ﬁrms), ﬁnancing and investment both decrease, by roughly 4.4% and 5.4% of total assets, respectively,
and proﬁtability increases, by about 1.3% of total assets. By contrast, in the top quartile (ﬁnancially unconstrained ﬁrms), ﬁnancing
and investment both increase, by roughly 2.2% of total assets in both cases, and proﬁtability decreases by about 1.6% of total assets. The ﬁnancing results are mainly driven by the change in debt, and the investment results are mainly driven by capital expenditures to a somewhat lesser extent and acquisitions expenditures to a somewhat greater extent.
In other words, the results are consistent with the ﬁnancing channel for ﬁrms that are ﬁnancially constrained, and, at the same
time, they are consistent with the monitoring channel for ﬁrms that are not ﬁnancially constrained. Financially constrained ﬁrms
are forced to reduce their investment because of the increase in their ﬁnancing costs. Consequently, their marginal return on
16
In a few instances, there are insufﬁcient observations to compute statistical signiﬁcance because credit events are rare, especially for ﬁrms with high cash ﬂow relative to investment. For this reason, some of the results are missing in the top two quartiles.
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Table 7
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the rate of credit events conditional upon the increase in the cost of debt.
This table presents the rate of credit events caused by the loss of an analyst conditional upon the increase in the cost of debt. The sample comprises 824 treatment ﬁrms
that lose an analyst between 1994 and 2008 because of broker closures and broker mergers and the same number of control ﬁrms matched by industry, time, total assets, proﬁtability, leverage, credit rating, and analyst coverage. Both groups of ﬁrms are publicly traded U.S. operating ﬁrms that have been traded for at least one year.
For each credit event (default, delisting, and bankruptcy), for each horizon (within one year, within two years, and within three years after the loss of an analyst), three
mean differences between treatment ﬁrms and control ﬁrms in the rate of credit events (as in Table 4) are computed: the difference for ﬁrms with a big change in the
cost of debt, for ﬁrms with a small change in the cost of debt, and for the difference between the two differences. Firms in the top half of the change in the cost of debt are
classiﬁed as having a big change and ﬁrms in the bottom half are classiﬁed as having a small change. The change in the cost of debt is measured as a difference-in-differences (as in Panel A of Table 2). ***, **, and * indicate statistical signiﬁcance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Statistical signiﬁcance is only tabulated for the
mean of the difference-in-differences.
Credit event

Mean of difference for a big
change in the cost of debt

Mean of difference for a small
change in the cost of debt

Mean of difference for a big
change versus a small change

t-statistic for difference for a big
change versus a small change

Default
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

2.49%
3.49%
3.44%

−0.24%
−0.48%
−0.26%

2.73%**
3.97%***
3.70%**

2.56
2.88
2.44

Delisting
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

2.23%
3.47%
3.42%

−0.24%
−0.71%
−0.52%

2.47%**
4.18%***
3.94%**

2.54
2.92
2.43

Bankruptcy
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

2.23%
3.71%
4.27%

0.00%
−0.71%
−0.52%

2.23%**
4.43%***
4.79%***

2.37
3.14
3.09

investment rises, and so does their average proﬁtability as a result. By contrast, ﬁnancially unconstrained ﬁrms invest more because of the decreasing in external monitoring. Since the return on their new investments is lower than that of their existing assets, their average proﬁtability also falls in consequence.
We further examine the change in debt since the results indicate that the change in debt drives ﬁnancing. Firms can choose
between issuing public debt and private debt, and sell side analysts may affect investors in both public and private debt. Both private and public debtholders are affected by information asymmetry. However, private debtholders usually have a larger stake in
the ﬁrm's debt and better access to its management, so they are better incentivized and informed for the purpose of monitoring
the ﬁrm to which they lend than public debtholders. Therefore, the information produced by analysts may well have an impact in
the private debt market, but it is more likely to impact the public debt market. Table 9 shows that this is indeed the case. The
change in debt is driven by public debt issuance, and private debt issuance is mostly unchanged.17
Taken together, the results are generally consistent with both the ﬁnancing and monitoring channels. They show that analyst
losses affect both cash-rich ﬁrms, which tend to overinvest when they lose an analyst, and cash-poor ﬁrms, which are forced to
underinvest. However, our results show that only the latter group of ﬁrms suffers from an increase in the cost of debt and the rate
of credit events in the long run, likely because the former group has sufﬁcient ﬁnancial resources to absorb the consequences of
the loss of an analyst.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we study the causal effect of information asymmetry on the cost of debt and credit events. We hypothesize that
an increase in information asymmetry causes an increase in both expected and actual losses to debtholders. We identify exogenous increases in information asymmetry using the loss of an analyst that results from broker closures and broker mergers.
We ﬁnd that the loss of an analyst causes a signiﬁcant increase in the cost of debt and a signiﬁcantly higher rate of credit
events such as defaults. The results are driven by ﬁrms that have less analyst coverage, higher leverage, a lower credit rating,
shorter debt maturity, and a bigger increase in information asymmetry. In other words, both expected and actual losses to
debtholders increase and especially so when the loss of an analyst is more costly and when it causes a bigger increase in information asymmetry. Additionally, we ﬁnd that the rate of credit events is signiﬁcantly higher when there is a bigger increase in the
cost of debt. Finally, we ﬁnd evidence that is broadly consistent with both the ﬁnancing and monitoring channels.
In closing, our paper informs public policy about the importance of research analysts to ﬁnancial market and real economy
outcomes. Our ﬁndings indicate that the multitude of research analysts in the equity market provide incremental value relevant
information to investors in the $10 trillion bond market above and beyond the input of the credit rating agencies. The

17
In our data, public plus private debt issuance does not equal the change in debt. This is because our public and private debt issuance data are from SDC, and they
capture only debt issued to the general public or private placements. By contrast, our data for the change in debt are from ﬁrms' ﬁnancial statements via Compustat,
and thus they capture the net effect of all manner of debt issuances and repurchases for all possible investors involved (e.g., syndicated loans, long-term debt furnished
by the ﬁrm's suppliers, etc.).
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Table 8
The effect of the loss of an analyst on the cost of debt and the rate of credit events conditional upon the cash ﬂow–investment gap.
This table presents the same results as Panel A of Table 2 (the change in the cost of debt) and Table 4 (the rate of credit events) but conditional upon the cash ﬂow–
investment gap. The outcomes of interest are computed within each quartile of the cash ﬂow–investment gap and between the top and bottom quartiles. The cash-ﬂow
investment gap is cash ﬂow minus investment, all divided by total assets. It is measured using only treatment ﬁrms and before the loss of an analyst.

Cash ﬂow–investment gap
Cost of debt

Default
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

Delisting
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

Bankruptcy
Within one year
Within two years
Within three years

Quartile 1

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Quartile 4

Q4 minus Q1

Mean
Mean
t-stat

−14.50%
95.4***
(3.48)

−1.20%
17.1
(0.93)

1.82%
5.7
(0.54)

6.21%
−19.9
(−1.28)

20.71%
−115.3***
(−3.66)

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

3.47%*
(1.95)
4.46%**
(2.20)
3.78%*
(1.71)

1.00%
(1.00)
1.00%
(0.58)
1.08%
(0.63)

0.49%
(1.00)
0.49%
(1.00)
1.10%
(1.42)

−0.49%
(−1.00)
0.00%
(0.00)
0.00%
(0.00)

−3.96%**
(−2.16)
−4.46%**
(−2.09)
−3.78%
(−1.59)

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

2.44%
(1.51)
2.44%
(1.15)
1.60%
(0.69)

1.47%
(1.34)
1.96%
(1.07)
2.66%
(1.39)

–
–
0.49%
(1.00)
1.10%
(1.42)

–
–
0.49%
(1.00)
0.00%
(0.00)

−2.44%
(−1.51)
−1.95%
(−0.89)
−1.60%
(−0.64)

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

3.41%**
(2.13)
3.41%
(1.61)
3.19%
(1.42)

0.49%
(0.58)
1.47%
(0.83)
2.13%
(1.16)

0.49%
(1.00)
0.49%
(1.00)
1.10%
(1.42)

–
–
0.49%
(1.00)
0.57%
(1.00)

−3.41%**
(−2.13)
−2.92%
(−1.34)
−2.62%
(−1.11)

Table 9
The effect of the loss of an analyst on ﬁnancing, investment, and proﬁtability conditional upon the cash ﬂow–investment gap.
This table presents the change in ﬁnancing, investment, and proﬁtability caused by the loss of an analyst and conditional upon the cash ﬂow–investment gap. For each
ﬁnancing, investment, and proﬁtability variable, a mean difference-in-differences is computed: the difference between the treatment difference and the control difference, where the treatment difference and the control are both measured from the year before the loss of an analyst to the year after. Each variable is scaled by total
assets. The outcomes of interest are computed within each quartile of the cash ﬂow–investment gap and between the top and bottom quartiles. The cash-ﬂow investment gap is cash ﬂow minus investment, all divided by total assets. It is measured using only treatment ﬁrms and before the loss of an analyst.

Financing
Change in debt
Equity issuance
Total ﬁnancing
Public versus private debt issuance
Public debt issuance
Private debt issuance

Investment
Capital expenditures
Research and development expenditures
Acquisitions expenditures
Total investment

Proﬁtability
Return on assets

Quartile 1

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Quartile 4

Q4 minus Q1

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

−3.78%***
(−3.50)
−0.37%
(−1.18)
−4.38%***
(−3.85)

0.12%
(0.15)
0.35%**
(2.24)
0.98%
(1.11)

0.13%
(0.19)
−0.08%
(−0.52)
0.02%
(0.04)

2.15%**
(2.59)
−0.15%
(−0.96)
2.20%***
(2.63)

5.93%***
(4.37)
0.21%
(0.62)
6.58%***
(4.67)

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

−3.07%***
(−3.26)
−0.41%
(−0.67)

0.48%
(0.56)
0.53%
(1.13)

0.12%
(0.16)
0.43%
(1.56)

0.12%
(0.14)
0.03%
(0.12)

3.19%**
(2.52)
0.44%
(0.66)

Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat
Mean
t-stat

−1.77%***
(−3.84)
−0.15%*
(−1.91)
−2.79%***
(−3.82)
−5.36%***
(−6.32)

−0.17%
(−0.55)
−0.01%
(−0.14)
1.10%**
(2.34)
1.03%*
(1.81)

0.06%
(0.29)
0.10%**
(1.99)
0.30%
(0.70)
0.50%
(0.94)

0.39%
(1.54)
0.00%
(−0.05)
1.81%***
(3.50)
2.15%***
(3.57)

2.16%***
(4.12)
0.15%
(1.42)
4.60%***
(5.15)
7.52%***
(7.24)

Mean
t-stat

1.32%**
(2.11)

−0.25%
(−0.46)

−0.51%
(−1.23)

−1.55%***
(−3.20)

−2.88%***
(−3.64)
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information produced by equity analysts improves the pricing of corporate debt, which is ﬁve times larger than equity as a
source of ﬁnancing. Through their immediate impact on ﬁnancing costs, these analysts ultimately affect the survival of the
ﬁrms that they cover.
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